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S.I. MEASUREMENT OF DOUBLE398

OCCUPANCIES399

We measure double occupancies (doublons) in the 3D400

lattice exploiting a one-color photoassociation (PA) pro-401

cess which transfers the atoms in doubly-occupied lattice402

sites into highly excited molecular states19. The photoas-403

sociated atoms are rapidly lost from the lattice due to404

the fast decay of the molecular states, leaving a sample405

consisting only of singly-occupied sites. The number of406

double occupancies is thus inferred by first measuring the407

total number of atoms in the sample and then subtract-408

ing the number of atoms in singly occupied lattice sites409

remaining after the PA pulse. For the regime of atom410

number considered in this work we expect the number of411

triply-occupied sites to be negligible.412

Our measurement procedure starts with a rapid freeze of413

the atomic density distribution that we realize increasing414

the lattice depth up to V0 = 25Erec (Erec = h2/8md2,415

where h is the Planck constant, m the atomic mass and416

d the lattice spacing) in a time 1.5 ms. At the final417

lattice depth tunnelling between lattice sites is completely418

negligible. Two different schemes are then employed for419

the PA excitation depending on the specific measurement420

that we want to perform.421

In order to measure the total number of doublons in-422

dependently on their spin composition (results of Fig.423

2 of the main text), a 5 ms long, σ− polarized PA424

pulse is shone on the atomic sample with an intensity425

IPA = 90 mW/mm2. The PA pulse excites a molecular426

line that is 796.2 MHz red-detuned with respect to the427

1S0(F = 5/2)→ 3P1(F = 7/2) atomic transition16. Dur-428

ing the process, atoms are subjected to a low magnetic429

field B = 3 G which defines a quantization axis for the430

spin, but is low enough not to unveil the Zeeman substruc-431

ture of the molecular line, as it is shown in the spectrum432

reported in Fig. S1a.433

In the presence of a higher external magnetic field, the434

PA transition frequency is shifted accordingly to the pro-435

jection MT of the molecular total angular momentum436

on the quantization axisS1. MT is a quantum number437

conserved during the PA process, with a value given by438

the relation MT = m1 + m2 + σ, where m1,2 are the439

nuclear spin projections of the the two atoms composing440

the molecule and σ = −1 is the angular momentum trans-441

ferred by the PA photon. As long as the sum m1 + m2442

unambiguously characterizes an atomic pair, the molecu-443

lar Zeeman substructure can thus be employed as a tool to444

distinguish between doublons with different spin flavours.445
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FIG. S1. Detection of double occupancies. Photoasso-
ciation spectroscopy on an SU(3) atomic sample (a) and on
different SU(2) mixtures (b). The plots report the number of
atoms remaining in the sample after a 5 ms long PA pulse at
low laser intensity (unsaturated regime).

Taking this into consideration, in order to detect only446

doublons with a particular spin composition {m1,m2}, we447

apply a magnetic field B = 66 G, which induces a Zeeman448

shift of the order of several MHz between molecular lines449

with different MT projection. In this case the spectrum450

is complicated by the presence of a plethora of features451

originated by the Zeeman splitting of different transitions,452

which makes it difficult to label individual lines. The453

association of the PA lines to a particular spin flavour454

has been realized preparing different SU(2) mixtures and455

acquiring individual spectra for each of them, as it is456

shown in Fig. S1b. In particular, at this magnetic field,457

we identify three strong PA lines at 778.3 MHz, 792.8 MHz458

and 802.0 MHz which are associated to doublons with spin459

compositions |12〉 = {+5/2,+1/2}, |23〉 = {+1/2,−5/2}460

and |31〉 = {−5/2,+5/2}, respectively.461

For the measurements reported in Fig. 4 of the462

main text, γ(12) is calculated from a spin-resolved mea-463

surement of doublons in the |12〉 and |31〉 channels as464

γ(12) = Nd(12)/(Nd(12) + 2Nd(31)), taking into account465

Nd(23) = Nd(31). This assumption is justified by the466

equal population of the two flavours |1〉 and |2〉 after the467

adiabatic preparation sequence described in Sec. S.V, as468

shown in Fig. S5.469
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S.II. DATA ANALYSIS470

The number of double occupancies is obtained from a471

direct measurements of the total number of atoms, with472

and without photoassociation (PA), obtained through473

standard time-of-flight absorption imaging (see Sec. S.I).474

Measurements with and without PA are alternated in time475

and the number of double occupancies Nd is obtained by476

the difference between close pairs, in order to compensate477

for fluctuations in the initial number of atoms N (without478

PA) due to slow environmental drifts. For the same set of479

parameters {U/D,Ω/D} we acquire from 40 to 80 (N,Nd)480

pairs.481

The experimental points in Figs. 2 and 4 are obtained482

by a bootstrapping method in which the raw data are483

resampled uniformly over a chosen subrange of N , in484

bins of width δN = 4 × 103 for Fig. 2a, and over an485

extended range N = (5 . . . 35)× 103 for Fig. 2b,c and Fig.486

4. The error bars are obtained as the standard deviation487

of the mean values for different resamplings of the same488

N interval.489

S.III. UNSUPERVISED MACHINE-LEARNING490

ANALYSIS491

In addition to the data analysis presented in the main492

text and detailed in S.II, we have performed an additional493

analysis of the flavour-selective double occupancies, based494

on an unsupervised machine-learning approach. The raw495

datasets are large, with at least 200 acquisitions of pairs496

(N,Nd) for each set of experimental parameters. Follow-497

ing the well-established K-Means method s2, we consider498

the first component of each pair, i.e. the number of atoms499

N , and we set (as the only constraint) the number K of500

groups to divide them into. Once the groups (clusters) are501

defined, the mean values for both the number of atoms N502

and the number of doublons Nd for each cluster are evalu-503

ated. The error bars are estimated with a bootstrapping504

procedure.505

In Fig. S2 we compare the points obtained with the506

analysis presented in the main text and those given by the507

unsupervised K-Means analysis, taking the same number508

of clusters. The good agreement between them ensures509

that the specific choice of data analysis procedure does510

not introduced biases on the results. We note that the511

K-Means method implies only a constraint on the number512

of clusters, allowing for a different width among them,513

differently from the main analysis procedure, where the514

bin size was fixed.515

As the datasets for the flavour-selective double occu-516

pancies are rather large, we can increase the number of517

groups K to pinpoint the specific range of atom numbers518

above which doublons form. The flavour-selective aver-519

ages obtained with the K-Means analysis are fitted with520
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FIG. S2. Comparison between different data analy-
sis methods. The number of doublons in the |12〉 channel is
shown as a function of the total atom number N for U/D = 2.6
and Ω/D = 0.8, for different data analysis methods. Small
points are the raw (N,Nd) data, with different colours rep-
resenting the clusters of attribution after the application of
the unsupervised K-Means method with K = 10 groups. Pink
points represent the mean values for the different K-Means
clusters. Blue points are obtained after the analysis explained
in S.II with fixed bin widths.

the piecewise function:521

Nd =

{
0 N ≤ N0

A(N −N0) N > N0
(S.1)

where N0 defines the threshold atom number below which522

atoms are localised. In Fig. S3 we show the K-Means523

averages for the coupled flavours |12〉 and the uncoupled524

ones |23〉, together with the results of the fit. The differ-525

ence between the fitted thresholds for the two doublon526

flavours ∆N0 = N0(12)−N0(23) is shown in the inset of527

Fig. S3 for different values of Ω/D.528

This analysis demonstrates that, by increasing the Ra-529

man coupling intensity (i.e. lifting the flavour degeneracy530

more), the threshold for |12〉 doublons moves to a higher531

number of atoms, showing an increased localisation in532

the centre of the trap for the coupled flavours. This533

result, derived from the unsupervised machine-learning534

analysis, is consistent with the measurements reported in535

Fig. 4, and provides another strong indication in support536

of flavour-selective localization for the symmetry-broken537

SU(3) Hubbard Hamiltonian.538

S.IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF RAMAN539

COUPLING540

The coherent coupling between states |1〉 (m = 5/2)541

and |2〉 (m = 1/2) is realized by exploiting a two-photon542

σ+/σ− Raman transition. The Raman coupling is imple-543

mented with two co-propagating λ = 556 nm laser beams544

characterized respectively by angular frequencies ω and545
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ω+ δω. In order to reduce the inelastic photon scattering546

rate, the two beams are 1.754 GHz blue-detuned with547

respect to the 1S0 → 3P1 (F = 7/2) intercombination548

transition. A 150 G magnetic field is used to define a549

quantization axis and to remove the degeneracy between550

the six states of the 173Yb ground-state manifold, which551

are split according to their nuclear spin m by 207 ×m552

Hz/G.553

The σ+/σ− coupling betweenm = +5/2 andm = +1/2554

is obtained by setting the polarization of the two beams555

to be orthogonal with respect to the quantization axis556

and adjusting the frequency difference δω/2π in order to557

compensate the Zeeman splitting and the residual Raman558

light shift between the two states. As explained in detail559

in the supplementary material of Ref. S3, this choice560

for the polarization makes the Raman light shifts largely561

spin-dependent, thus making the m = +1/2↔ m = −3/2562

coupling nonresonant and effectively excluding state m =563

−3/2 from the dynamics. For a similar reason, also the564

m = −5/2 ↔ m = −1/2 coupling is nonresonant and565

state |3〉 (m = −5/2) does not participate to the Raman566

dynamics.567

On the basis of the discussion above, the Raman cou-568

pling on the basis formed by the three states {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉}569

can be described by the following 3x3 rotating-wave-570

approximated Hamiltonian571

ĤR =
~
2

δ Ω 0
Ω −δ 0
0 0 0

 (S.2)

where Ω is the angular Rabi frequency associated to the572

Ω/D= 0.8

U = 2.6D
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FIG. S3. Flavour-selective localization. The number of
doublons in different flavour channels is shown as a function
of N for U/D = 2.6 and Ω/D = 0.8, after a K-Means analysis
with K = 18 clusters. Pink points show the average number
of doublons formed by the coupled flavours |12〉, while purple
points refer to the uncoupled flavours |23〉. Solid lines are
the fits performed with the piecewise function in Eq. S.1. In
the inset we show the difference between the fitted thresholds
∆N0 = N0(12)−N0(23) as a function of the coupling strength
Ω.
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FIG. S4. Coherent Rabi dynamics. Population dynamics
induced by the sudden activation of a resonant Raman coupling
between states |1〉 and |2〉 for localized particles in a deep
optical lattice (no tunnelling). The points show the fractional
population of the states |1〉 (blue), |2〉 (green) and |3〉 (red) as
a function of time. The resonant Raman coupling is switched
on at time t = 0, when the initial fractional populations for
the three states are 2/3, 0 and 1/3, respectively (as in the
adiabatic state preparation procedure described in Sec. S.V).
The solid lines are sinusoidal fits of the experimental data.

Raman coupling and δ is the two-photon detuning with573

respect to the resonance frequency for the |1〉 ↔ |2〉574

transition. No detuning is indicated for state |3〉 as it575

is decoupled from the Raman process. In the resonant576

case δ = 0, ĤR corresponds to the third term in the577

many-body Hubbard Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) of the main578

text.579

The Rabi frequency Ω can be experimentally changed580

by adjusting the intensities I1 and I2 of the two Raman581

beams, according to the relation Ω ∝
√
I1I2. In order582

to assess the value of Ω for given values of the Raman583

beam intensities I1 and I2, we induce resonant Rabi oscil-584

lations between states |1〉 and |2〉 and determine Ω from585

a sinusoidal fit of the experimental data, as shown in Fig.586

S4.587

S.V. ADIABATIC STATE PREPARATION588

A degenerate Fermi gas of 173Yb atoms, initially con-589

fined in a crossed optical dipole trap with harmonic590

trapping frequencies ωx,y,z = 2π × {55, 96, 73} Hz,591

is transferred in a simple-cubic 3D optical lattice us-592

ing a two-step 3s-long adiabatic loading procedureS4.593

The optical lattice is described by a potential energy594

V (x, y, z) = V0
[
sin2(πx/d) + sin2(πy/d) + sin2(πz/d)

]
,595

where d = λ/2 is the lattice spacing and V0 is the lat-596

tice energy depth along each of the three principal axes.597
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In the first 2 seconds, the lattice intensity is ramped598

up with a first spline ramp from V0 = 0 to V0 = 4Erec599

(Erec = h2/8md2 is the recoil energy). After this first600

step, the lattice intensity is further increased with a 1s-601

long spline ramp to the final value V0 ranging from 4Erec602

to 15Erec. During the lattice loading, the depth of the603

crossed dipole trap is progressively reduced in such a way604

to keep the harmonic trapping frequencies constant along605

the three principal axes, independently from the value of606

V0.607

For the measurements at Ω = 0 the loading procedure608

described above is applied to a balanced 3-component609

mixture of 173Yb atoms in the three spin states |1〉, |2〉610

and |3〉. The mixture is prepared before the lattice ramp-611

up procedure with a sequence of optical pumping pulses612

on the 1S0 → 3P1 transition, following the techniques dis-613

cussed in Ref. 15. The populations of the three spin states614

are all equal, N1 = N2 = N3 = N/3, with experimental615

imperfections on the order of a few % at most.616

For the measurements at Ω 6= 0 the loading procedure617

starts with a 2-component unbalanced mixture of atoms618

in states |1〉 and |3〉. With a proper choice of optical619

pumping pulses we adjust the initial populations to be620

N1 = 2N/3 and N3 = N/3. After the lattice loading,621

we switch on the Raman beams, initially far detuned622

from any two-photon transition, and perform an adiatic623

frequency sweep to bring them resonant with the |1〉 ↔ |2〉624

transition. The resonant condition is reached by means625

of an exponential frequency sweep of the form626

δ(t) = δ0(e−t/τ − e−T/τ )/(1− e−T/τ ) (S.3)

that reduces the two-photon detuning from δ0 � Ω to627

δ = 0 in a time T and time constant τ (see an example628

in Fig. S6a). This procedure is an adiabatic passage that629

brings an atom in state |1〉 to the lowest-energy dressed630

state of the Raman-coupled system |+〉 = (|1〉+ |2〉) /
√

2631

(see also the sketch in Fig. 1 of the main text). We note632

that, due to the initial spin unbalance and because of633

the equal-weighted admixture of states |1〉 and |2〉 in the634

Raman-dressed states, at the end of the detuning ramp635

the population is equally distributed among the spins,636

N1 = N2 = N3 = N/3, as it was natively in the loading637

protocol employed for Ω = 0.638

The ramp parameters δ0, T and τ are chosen accord-639

ing to a numerical analysis in which we solve the time-640

dependent Schrödinger equation associated to the Raman641

Hamiltonian in Eq. (S.2), verifying that at the end of642

the ramp the initial state is effectively projected onto the643

Hamiltonian lowest energy eigenstate. Experimentally, we644

check the adiabaticity of this procedure by verifying that645

the initial unbalanced |1〉-|3〉 mixture can be recovered646

with a reversed detuning ramp following that in Eq. (S.3).647

To further assess the loading fidelity, we verify the time648

stability of the spin populations at the end of the loading649

ramp, as shown in Fig. S5. In both the cases, we measure650

population differences of a few % at most, validating the651

effectiveness of this loading procedure.652

S.VI. NUMERICAL VALIDATION OF THE653

LOADING PROCEDURE654

In order to assess the validity of the adiabatic state655

preparation at the many-body level, we have developed a656

numerical simulation based on the exact diagonalization657

of Eq. (1) on a reduced-scale version of our system. We658

consider N three-component fermions in a 1D lattice659

with Ns sites, retaining all the relevant terms of Eq. (1):660

hopping, repulsive interactions, Raman coupling between661

states |1〉 and |2〉. We work in the occupation number662

basis in which the Hilbert space is constituted by the663

Fock vectors664

|ψ〉 = |n1,1, ..., nα,i, ..., n3,Ns〉 (S.4)

where nα,n = {0, 1} is the occupation number for a par-665

ticle in internal state α = {1, 2, 3} in the lattice site666

i = {1, ..., Ns}. In this basis we can write the many-body667

Hamiltonian as668

Ĥ =− t
∑
i,α

(
ĉ†α,iĉα,i+1 + h.c.

)
+ U

∑
i,α,β 6=α

n̂αin̂βi+

+
Ω

2

∑
i

(
ĉ†1,iĉ2,i + h.c.

)
+
δ

2

∑
i

(n̂1,i − n̂2,i)

(S.5)
where we have added the last term to take into account the669

detuning of the Raman coupling (already introduced in670

the rotated-wave-approximated Hamiltonian of Eq. (S.2)),671

that is crucial in the state preparation protocol.672

We simulate the effect of our loading procedure for a673

system composed by N = 3 particles in a lattice with674

NP = 3 sites. In this case, the dimension of the Hilbert675

space associated to the system is
(
3NS

N

)
= 84. Scaling the676
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FIG. S5. State population after adiabatic state prepa-
ration. Fractional state population as a function of time after
the adiabatic state preparation sequence. Points are the mean
value of 3 independent measurements. Shaded regions repre-
sent the standard deviation with respect to the mean value.
The slight excess of |3〉 atoms in this dataset has to be at-
tributed to an imperfect optical pumping before the adiabatic
state preparation procedure.
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FIG. S6. Numerical analysis of adiabatic state preparation. a) Raman detuning ramp used for the preparation of the
initial state. The parameters refer to the actual ramp used in the experiment for the preparation of the system for U = 2.6D
and Ω = 0.35D. b) Calculated fidelity |〈Ψf |Ψ(t)〉|2 of the time-evolved state |Ψ(t)〉 with respect to the target ground state
at the end of the ramp |Ψf 〉. The calculation has been performed for a small system of 3 particles in 3 sites for U = 2.6D,
Ω = 0.35D and the same detuning ramp shown in panel a). c) Full spectrum of the system for U = 2.6D and Ω = 0.35D and
different Raman detunings (see text fore more details).

problem to bigger lattices is possible but computationally677

expensive. In order to simulate the loading scheme with678

Ω 6= 0, we fix the initial populations to be {N1, N2, N3} =679

{2, 0, 1}, where Nα refers to the total number of particles680

in state α. We determine the ground state |Ψ0〉 before681

the Raman loading as the lowest-energy eigenstate of the682

Hamiltonian in Eq. (S.5), with Ω=0, that is compatible683

with the constraint on the populations (i.e. {2, 0, 1}).684

The Raman loading is then simulated by solving the time-685

dependent Schrödinger equation in the presence of all the686

terms of Eq. (S.5), where Ω is kept fixed at the final value687

and δ is swept from δ � Ω to δ = 0 according to Eq.688

(S.3), as discussed in Sec. S.V.689

In order to validate the loading procedure we calcu-690

late the fidelity between the time-evolved state |Ψ(t)〉 =691

e−iĤt/~|Ψ0〉 and the target wavefunction, that is defined692

as the lowest-energy eigenstate |Ψf 〉 of the final Hamil-693

tonian with δ = 0 that is compatible with the constraint694

on the populations N1 +N2 = 2 and N3=1. An example695

is shown in Fig. S6b for the actual detuning ramp used696

in the experiment to prepare the state at U = 2.6D and697

Ω = 0.35D.698

Fig. S6c shows the full spectrum of the system as699

a function of the Raman detuning. There it is evident700

that the ground state of the system at large detuning701

|Ψ0〉 is adiabatically connected with the ground state702

|Ψf 〉 on resonance. We note that, even if the system703

initially starts with an unbalanced mixture of two species704

only, after this procedure it behaves as a mixtures of705

three species N1 = N2 = N3 = 1 all interacting among706

themselves: in particular, in the presence of tunnelling707

and interactions between the atoms, the state rotation708

induced by the detuning sweep does not happen uniformly709

in all the sites of the lattice, making the atoms initially710

in state |1〉 distinguishable and therefore, interacting, at711

the end of the state preparation sequence.712

S.VII. DYNAMICAL MEAN-FIELD THEORY713

CALCULATIONS714

We solve the model in Eq. (1) using Dynamical Mean-715

Field theory (DMFT)22, a non-perturbative theoretical716

method which maps a lattice model onto an effective717

impurity model. The interaction of the site with the rest718

of the lattice is approximated by an effective dynamical719

bath which is determined self-consistently. This allows to720

fully capture the quantum dynamics while freezing spatial721

fluctuations beyond mean-field. We solve the model in a722

Bethe lattice of bandwidth W , which is known to account723

correctly for the physics of three-dimensional lattices. The724

impurity model is solved using an exact-diagonalization725

solver developed at SISSAS5 which requires to describe726

the bath in terms of a finite number of levels Nb that we727

fix to 9 in the calculations reported in this work.728

DMFT is naturally formulated in a grandcanonical en-729

semble, where the total density is fixed by a chemical730

potential µ and the occupations of the various flavours731

are not fixed. In order to enforce the experimental popu-732

lation constraint N1 +N2 = 2N3 in the presence of the733

coupling Ω, we have to include an external field which734

counterbalances the tendency to favour (for total occupa-735

tion of 1) the occupation of the coupled flavours |1〉 and736

|2〉. Therefore the Hamiltonian is supplemented by the737
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terms738

Ĥfields =
∑
i

(
−µ
∑
α

n̂αi + h (n̂1i + n̂2i − 2n̂3i)

)
,

(S.6)
where µ and h have to be determined self-consistently739

to reach a total occupation of 1 fermion per site. For a740

uniform infinite lattice, we have drawn a phase diagram741

based on the flavour-resolved quasiparticle weight Zα,742

which is 1 for a non-interacting fermion and it is reduced743

by the interactions. The global Mott transition is reached744

when all the Zα vanish, while a sharp crossover is ob-745

served between a standard metal and a region of selective746

correlation where the quasiparticle weight of the coupled747

species rapidly drops to a value smaller than 0.05.748

Besides the calculations for a uniform lattice, we also749

have used DMFT to estimate the effect of the harmonic750

trapping potential751

V̂T = κ
∑
i,α

R2
i n̂αi, (S.7)

where Ri is the distance of the site i from the center752

of the trap. In order to reduce the computational cost,753

we have employed a local-density approximation (LDA),754

which assumes that the local properties of the system755

can be computed from a uniform model with the local756

values of the physical parameters, in the present case of757

the potential given by the harmonic trap. This amounts758

to have a local value of the chemical potential µ′ = µ−759

κ
∑
i,αR

2
i .760

In order to build the global observables for the trapped761

system, we have solved the model given by Eqs. (1) and762

(S.7) for a wide range of values of µ′ spanning the whole763

range of densities from 0 to 3. For every value of µ′ we764

have found the value of h which gives N1 = N2 = N3.765

The global observables (total number of particles, dou-766

blons, flavour-selective doublons) are then obtained inte-767

grating the local counterparts over the whole system. In768

this way we obtain the plots of doublons as a function of769

the total number of particles shown in the manuscript.770

S.VIII. DENSITY MATRIX771

RENORMALIZATION GROUP CALCULATIONS772

We also solve the model in Eq. (1) by means of a Den-773

sity Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) calculation774

powered by the ITensor libraryS6. We fix the size of the775

system as L = 30 and the total number of particles as776

N = 21. We simulate the internal states as effective phys-777

ical sites with the redefinition of proper tunnelling and778

interaction couplings, which results in a total of NL = 90779

lattice sites. We find the ground state of the Hamiltonian780

in Eq. (1) by performing 35− 50 DMRG sweeps, with a781

maximum bond dimension in the interval (20, 200). To en-782

force particle number conservation in the Raman-coupled783

case, we introduce an additional chemical potential de-784

fined as the h term in Eq. (S.7). The number of doubly785

occupied sites shown in Fig. 3 also includes the number786

of triple occupancies (giving a maximum contribution of787

∼ 10% at small values of U , Ω).788
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